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Development of the Researches on Central Neural System Fatigue during Exercise and the Relevant

Neurotransmitters

WANG Yong- mei

(Shanghai Research Institute of Sports Science, Shanghai 200030,  China)

Abstract: Central neural system fatigue during exercise has become a hot issue of scientific researches. With

the development of new technology on neural biology, great progress has been made in the researches on

central neural system fatigue during exercise. Several neurotransmitters relating to central neural system

fatigue during exercise have been proposed . Neurotransmitters are the sensitive substances produced by central

nervous system , and are closely related to central fatigue. By the method of literature summarization, the

paper elaborates on the relations between central fatigue and serotonin ,dopamine, GABA and the way of

eliminating fatigue so as to provide a scientific basis for the elimination of exercise-induced central fatigue .
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Figure 1  Metabolic Pathway of Brain Serotonin
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